
Concept generation 1 matrix

Finding 8

The complexity and separation of how Wikipedia is made, and
the community behind it, make it difficult to convert readers to
editors, and new editors to experienced editors.

Some new editors were incentivized to edit Wikipedia because
of its collective culture—the fact that “anyone can edit”

New editors have difficulty engaging further with Wikipedia’s
collective culture because community functions are hidden to
them.

Attraction

New editors challenges are not technical, but conceptual.
They struggle to learn wikipedia's policies, and how to shape
content the "Wikipedia way".

� Verifiability� �and� �citations�
� Notability�
� Writing� �in� �“encyclopedic� �style,”� �with� �a� �neutral�
�point� �of� �view
� Copyright�, especially for images

Finding 5

Grants:IEG/Motivational and
educational video to introduce
Wikimedia - Meta

Create collection of video modules that
introduce potential education program
students and GLAM contributors to Wikimedia,
particularly Commons and English Wikipedia.
Motivate the viewers to want to contribute
constructively to Wikimedia, and teach them
basic and intermediate-level participation ski

Learnwiki

Motivational and educational video to
introduce Wikimedia.
Incomplete. Also see the WikiMOOC initiative.

Pine (now retired).

Social Changer
Jae-Hee

Wikipédia:Forum des
nouveaux/Flow - Wikipédia

Droit d'auteur : les textes sont
disponibles sous licence
Creative Commons attribution,
partage dans les mêmes
conditions ; d'autres conditions
peuvent s'appliquer. Voyez les
conditions d'utilisation pour plus
de détails, ainsi que les crédits
graphiques.

French help desk
"Forum des nouveaux"

Looks like a teahouse, but that help
desk is using Structured Discussions
(Flow) which eases replies and
interactions with new users.

Benoît Evellin, and French Wiki

Box checker
Mina

Audience builder
Gong-Yoo

Social Changer
Jae-Hee

Dash-suggest (?)

� Dash-suggest.png

Wikimedia Foundation · Privacy
Policy · Code of Conduct · Terms
of Use · Disclaimer · CC-BY-SA ·
GPL

Pau, Daisy, ...

Box checker
Mina

Reactive corrector
Josef

Audience builder
Gong-Yoo

Social Changer
Jae-Hee

Edit in place / more editing
indicators on mobile

Generally speaking, there are many opportunities
to introduce more mobile-editing capabilities
(both in apps and web) to better facilitate at least
encouraging more Reactive Correctors and
potentially 'Social Changers' to easily edit
sections on mobile.

Rita

Social Changer
Jae-Hee

Reactive corrector
Josef

Research Help

Lightweight engagement portal
that describes Verifiability and
verifiability practices in the
context of the references as a
point-of engagement content. It
was written with students in mind,
who have to argue/engage with
educators about the "trust" in
Wikipedia.

Alex, Jake

https://en.wikipedia.o
rg/wiki/Wikipedia:Res
earch_help/Pilot_rep
ort

persona/s

Social Changer
Jae-Hee

Box checker
Mina

Reactive corrector
Josef

Wikicredit

provides credit for wiki contribs -
providing motivation beyond just
being a wikipedia editors, can
support other personas besides
the Knowledge sharer and Social
changer

Abbey made this template, not sure who contacts are

Social Changer
Jae-Hee

Reactive corrector
Josef

Box checker
Mina

Audience builder
Gong-Yoo

Wikipedia:Wikicredit -
Wikipedia

Aaron suggested that by better
identifying the way that
Wikipedia is developed,
customized support could be
designed for different types of
contributors.

Multi-level help and policy
pages

Neil

Box checker
Mina

Reactive corrector
Josef

Audience builder
Gong-Yoo

Social Changer
Jae-Hee

Create a core mothod for marking certain
sections of a help or policy page as
"advanced" so they can be
deemphasized for new editors, for
example by being shown collapsed with
an option to show them. This will make it
easier for new editors to see "basic"
content which is more likely to help them.
This kind of thing is already done with
"nutshell" templates or footnotes, but if it
was done with a dedicated system it
would be easier for use to programatically
manage the hiding and showing.

User profile with completeness indicator

Every user has skills and interests:
history, music, math,
programming, languages, etc. We
have no proper way of knowing
them. Currently it's done with
unstructured userboxes or free
text, if at all. If we had this as
structured data, we could suggest
tasks. We could also encourage
users to fill it.

Amir

sketch or link/s

persona/s

Social Changer
Jae-Hee

Reactive corrector
Josef

Box checker
Mina

Audience builder
Gong-Yoo

"Template added by" line

This is a new line of text added to every
clean-up template, that is filled out
automatically. It would connect the
template to a user, and also offer an
immediate chance to contact the user
and talk about the problem the template
is highlighting. When the user clicks on
"talk about this", it takes them to the
user's talk page, and automatically adds
the subject to the message.

María

This article is on fire!
The article is on fire because it has inflammatory
language. Please refer to Wikipedia:Style guide to
get guidelines.

Template added by Macruzbar. Talk about this.

Social Changer
Jae-Hee

Reactive corrector
Josef

Box checker
Mina

Audience builder
Gong-Yoo

More detailed/progressive welcome

On desktop we have a welcome dialog
that tells people that they're welcome and
lets them switch editors. We could expand
this to also explain core policies, talk
pages, etc.

We'd want to work with the community on
this, balance too many up-front modals
scaring people away, and we'd need a
mobile version too.

James

See also
https://phabricator.wikimedia.org/T100008
and others

Social Changer
Jae-Hee

Audience builder
Gong-Yoo

Contextual Tutorials
* Present SHORT tutorials at
certain key points: when you
register, the first time a newbie
clicks Edit, the first time they Save
an edit, their first talk page
message...
* Advantages: the guidance
comes in small servings, and it’s
relevant to the user’s current
activity.

Joe

sketch or link/s

Social Changer
Jae-Hee

Reactive corrector
Josef

Box checker
Mina

Audience builder
Gong-Yoo

Example from Pinterest

Follow-up suggestions after a
contribution

After completing a contribution, users can be
provided a few options to do a follow-up
contribution. In this way, the user is encouraged to
make contributions related to the key concepts,
learning about them as they are applied.

Users accepting the follow-up suggestion will be
guided to the editing view where specific guidance
and information can be provided for them to
complete the edit, and understand why the key
concept is important.

Pau

sketch or link/s

persona/s

Social Changer
Jae-Hee

Reactive corrector
Josef

Box checker
Mina

Audience builder
Gong-Yoo

Guided / targeted feedback

When there is a problem with an article,
experienced editors are required to find the
specific block of information within
documentation that the editor can work with to
improve the article. Not just a link in a page,
but a section in the page, or a paragraph
within a section.

With time, we would have what sections or
portions in documentation are used the most,
and maybe we could structure documentation
differently.

María

Knowledge sharer
Yanko

Reviewing mode: Beyond-template,
targeted commenting and feedback
content
 When grading papers or giving feedback on writing in
most any other contexts pop-bubbles (i.e. Google Docs
and Word docs). Right now the best way to do this is with
templates, <!--- comments---> or talk pages.  Providing an
interface for targeted comments while reading the page,
that then generates a checklist of actionable items would
be awesome (could be a platform collating in line
templates as well). This could be integrated into rubrics for
review too with targeted inline feedback attached to
particular policies, etc.

Alex

Could be a mix of
hypothes.is and
other tools.

�

Getting Started Box
 * With links to key Help topics,
prominently displayed
somewhere on the edit page for
newcomers.
* It could actually be phrased in
terms of “Key concepts for
Wikipedia beginners.” When the
user clicks on one, it presents
them as “complete.”
* In combination with Contextual
Help, to handle no-context
situations like the Edit page.

Joe

sketch or link/s

Social Changer
Jae-Hee

Reactive corrector
Josef

Box checker
Mina

Audience builder
Gong-Yoo

Example from Twitter

Audience builder
Gong-Yoo

Social Changer
Jae-Hee

Reactive corrector
Josef

Box checker
Mina

Embedded talk threads
Enable talkpage threads to be connected to
templates, so that, e.g. clicking a {{clarification
needed}} template would pop-up an
existing/empty thread for editors to specify the
problem and discuss potential solutions.

This would help readers to discover the
existence of talkpages, and give everyone
easier access to contextual discussion.

Nick

https://imgur.com/a/Kn3HZ

https://phabricator.wikimedia.
org/T103081

https://phabricator.wikimedi
a.org/T89575

Knowledge sharer
Yanko

Social Changer
Jae-Hee

Box checker
Mina

Reactive corrector
Josef

Audience builder
Gong-Yoo

Box checker
Mina

Knowledge sharer
Yanko

Global help button

Have a help button that is present
on every page in the same
location, in the read view as well
as in the editors. On each type of
page (e.g. reading an article,
editing an article, reading a policy
page, reading a talk page, editing
a talk page, etc.), it will provide
relevant help that explains how to
use it and (crucially) the big
picture view of what it's for.

Neil

sketch or link/s

persona/s

Amir: There's a help
button in almost every

context in VE, or at least
there is supposed to be

one. This is good.
Revisiting this and

making it more
comprehensive is a

good thing.

This page is used by
Wikipedia editors to
discuss changes to the
article "Historik". If you
have a comment or
suggestion, you can add it
here and then save the
page. Don't forget to sign
your message by typing
~~~~.

Signed Templates
* Users believe that templates are assigned by machines, and find this
distressing.
* Create templates that encourage the assigner to include her username and info
about how to respond. (Unless this happens already on a corresponding Talk
page message?)

Joe

Social Changer
Jae-Hee

Reactive corrector
Josef

Box checker
Mina

Audience builder
Gong-Yoo

Typical article template

Create templates for how to
approach the release of
copyright materials
descriptive text

Sati

Here's an example
written by Heather Walls
about how to approach a
photo owner, and get
them to upload it to
Commons:

https://docs.google.com/
document/d/1OBd8lnCsY
FCFP33E0L6H4UDam3js
tgJw-Qj-tmDmtN4/edit

Audience builder
Gong-Yoo

Mobile-usable Talk pages

Details: Making comms more accessible and
user-friendly on mobile Provide Talk in a context
more familiar to users (threaded inbox with
notifications) to help improve communication from
more experienced editors, esp. if users get more
timely exchanges of messages directly pushed to
their devices. It also increase sense of the
community.

Rita

For: All
personas

Surface the number of
contributors as an invite

Surfacing the number of users that participated
to create our content can help to visibilize the
community behind our projects and make
potential editors interested in joining.

Pau Giner

sketch or link/s

persona/s

I like this
(James)

"Canonical" help pages

Neil

Box checker
Mina

Reactive corrector
Josef

Audience builder
Gong-Yoo

Social Changer
Jae-Hee

Right now, help pages are created in an
ad-hoc and unstructured fashion, so
useful help content (including explanatory
pages could be duplicated in many
different places, with no "standard"
hierarchy or navigation between. This
idea is some kind of new software system
for help pages that will force a community
to pick ONE "canonical" set of help
pages, one canonical hierachy, and one
canonical landing point so we can more
easily direct people needing help to the
ONE place that's supposed to contain it

I like this
idea! (MC)

Teahouse

Safe place for new editors to learn, and a place for
mentors to find new editors to mentor.

Note: @Amir says that even though continued
support and enhancement to more languages was
asked for, it didn't come. - would be good to know
which wikis have a teahouse and which don't.

Jonathan Morgan, Heather Walls, ...

Audience builder
Gong-Yoo

Social Changer
Jae-Hee

Research:Teahouse - Meta

The Teahouse project was launched in
February 2012 by Wikimedia
Foundation Fellows and WMF staff in
partnership with volunteers from the
English Wikipedia community.

Box checker
Mina

I like this
idea! (MC)

Nick, ?

Helping users make personalized
userpages with easy modular
design, giving them:
* a personal connection to the site
* easy self-promotion to peers
* bookmarks
* task-lists

Structured Profile User pages

GlobalProfile/Affiliation
scratchpad - MediaWiki

Within the greater Wikimedian
community, identity and
affiliation software is often
misconstrued to be frivolous
and non-encyclopedic.
However, users within the
community naturally gravitate
towards creating their own
versions of identity and
affiliation, with user pages and
Wikiprojects (and like o

Structured profiles -
MediaWiki

The basic concept
around structured user
profiles is to present
important information
about a Wikipedia editor
and stitch it up into a
pop-up card accessible
from other places than
the userpage so that a
user can get a quick idea
of who the other user is.

Audience builder
Gong-Yoo

Box checker
Mina

Social Changer
Jae-Hee

I like this
idea! (MC)

Create a "Help Page" CSS/Form that helps structure
help pages into different sections, and with different
versions of depth of persona

Help and policy pages are very
disconnected right now: with
concise versions of the pages
living in disconnected diverse
places: we could use Multicontent
revision to hold different formats
of policy pages, and to project
these different versions of a
policy/set of guidance out into the
community.

* Systems identifies when someone
tries something x number of times
without completing the task.

In context smart help

* Triggers a fly out note:
* Are you trying to:
    resize a photograph
    add a description
    find another picture
* User checks the box for what they are
are trying to do, and a new window
opens with visual description of how to
do the task. We start with only a few
tasks that we know people have trouble
with. Build from there.

*Are you trying to:
o resize a photograph
o add a description
o find another picture

Box checker
Mina

Reactive corrector
Josef

Social Changer
Jae-Hee

Abbey, Pau, others
We want this to

provide suggestions
relevant to the

context and not be
interrupting to avoid
the "Clippy effect"

Agreed!- want to
avoid being
irritating and

interrupting for
sure Abbey

Examples of how policies are
applied in different cases

Instead of sharing the policy
pages, share examples of how to
core policies are enforced in real
articles (e.g. NPOV policy can
encompass writing style/tone, but
also COI issues) Illuminating those
different examples and how to
correct them would help new
editors understand the policies
concretely.

Sati

Here is an example of a
experienced editor who worked
with a  new editor whose article
was being deleted without
sufficient explanation:

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.
php?title=Chazz_Miller&type=revi
sion&diff=807903771&oldid=794
933178woman

persona/s
Social Changer
Jae-Hee

Box checker
Mina

Audience builder
Gong-Yoo

One of the upstream issues
with policies is that policies

can be inconsistently
enforced. Having to create
examples would probably

prompt a conversation within
admins about this (and

further, the extent to which
their policies are "living") -

Sati +1 ADS

Surface impact of the initial
successful edits

Editors making their initial successful edit can
be notified that their edit has been part of an
article that got a certain number of views and
other editors have improved since.
Encouraging the editor to keep editing, but
also understanding how Wikipedia works by
illustrating it on the edit they just did.

Currently communication happens when
things fail, communicating when users
succeed can be a motivator.

Pau Giner

sketch or link/s

persona/s

Social Changer
Jae-Hee

Reactive corrector
Josef

Box checker
Mina

I really like
this idea -

Sati

I like this
idea! (MC)

Progressive Profiling
* To better target our training
experiences, get some info from
users about their interests and
goals. Don’t burden them  on
registration, but come back to
them with questions periodically.
* E.g., ask about the subjects
they’re interested in. Or the tasks.
* First question might be: While
you’re new to the site, may we
present you with in-context help
from time to time?

Joe

Example from Linkedin

Amir: This is almost
the same as my

suggestion, "User
profile with

completeness
indicator". They can

be merged.

Prompted peer-to-peer
feedback for new editors

New editors, if ORES or other tool
predicts that the efforts are in
good faith, are invited to give
peer-to-peer feedback on other
good faith edits, through a
pre-populated set of feedback
options, which set the tone for
conversation going forward.

Generated by Alex.

Sketched out an idea
at:
https://docs.google.c
om/document/d/1GQ
xKiZ23CaJE4qm6ZP
9stRZ69kEn06AOfpI
XHya84zI/edit

�

Social Changer
Jae-Hee

Audience builder
Gong-Yoo Box checker

Mina

Time-bound mentoring requests

New editors can request help, more experienced
editors can review and support them for a limited
period of time (e.g., one week) to avoid it feeling a
strong commitment.

Alex, James, Pau

sketch or link/s

persona/s

Tracking of cohorts of New Editors

Problem: groups of new editors
are sometimes very hard to
monitor and interact with. Without
the ability to ask questions of
groups of editors (either new
accounts, or time based
contributors, or WikiProject
based), and then actively engage
with or monitor their actively.

Alex Stinson

sketch or link/s

persona/s

Profiles for audience builders

Funnel audience builders who
want "profiles" into creating their
own user pages, and use it as an
opportunity to say "these pages
are for people who contribute
knowledge to Wikipedia. What
topic are you interested in?" And
then give them some user-page
recognition as an contributor.
Gives an extrinsic reward for
editing.

Rita, Neil

Audience builder
Gong-Yoo

Making collective efforts more
visible in edits and edit summary

WikiProjects, Campaigns, and
community efforts that have a
social component of organizing
are missing from the "edit
summary" . Currently the
Hashtags tool, kindof sortof tracks
these collective efforts: but in the
community, the relationship
between contributions and these
organized efforts not very visible,
persistent or trackable

Alex, James, Pau

sketch or link/s

persona/s

In context edit comments
Many templates are  not actionable; "Needs cleanup" doesn't provide specific direction.
Google-docs style commenting would enable curators and patrollers to provide specific
feedback on detailed places within an article and promote collaboration

Could also add links to policy, or links to discussions about policies.

think carefully about social dynamics and safetycurate social cred... curators / patrollers
need social cred to be able to edit in contex.
(up-voting and rewards for)

Sati , Joe, Abbey

.

also
applicable
to 7 and 9

careful to address
the issue of taking
too much time of

curators, patrollers
and mentors

The Humble Hashtag, now
on Wikipedia

Whether or not one approves of
the term, hashtags are pretty
much ubiquitous in the modern
web. And why shouldn't they
be? They're simple,
interoperable, and most
importantly semantic!

outreach for participation:
collaboration on specific content

using basic profiling information,
that is asked of people when they
create an account,

invite to smaller spaces

Abbey, Sati, Joe

Try
OutlookInteractChoose Try

Try

OutlookInteractChoose

Outlook

Try

InteractChoose

OutlookInteractTryChoose

Social Changer
Jae-Hee

ExtensionEngagement

Audience builder
Gong-Yoo

Reactive corrector
Josef

Box checker
Mina

Finds out about an edit-a-thon on zero waste from a group she follows on Twitter and decides to go.
At Edit-a-thon, translates and English Wikipedia
article on composting and finds the process easy.

Continues to contribute to Korean Wikipedia on environmental
issues, mostly translating content from English.

Shares her edits on Twitter and receives good feedback from her community.

One of her articles is nominated fro deletion for notability. Reads the policy and
feels like it has been wrongly applied. Defends her edit on the talk page.

Becomes frustrated at the ensuing conflict and posts the article on her website and Namuwiki instead. Continues editing Wikipedia but more cautiously to avoid future conflict.

Reds an article on management practices and wants to add his trademark method. Searches "how to edit Wikipedia" on Google
and finds an explanatory blog post.

Registers (creates an account) and uses the
name of his company as his username.

Adds a paragraph on his method to the article with links to his
website and blog. Is pleased that he can publish his edit immediately. Two weeks later, receives an email notifying him that another editor has reverted his edit.

He doesn't know who this other editor is and is angry that his edit was removed.

Frustrated that he can't share his original work, but doen't try to edit again.

Tries to add the paragraph back to the article, with additional sources, but it
continues to be disrupted by other editors.

Has a class assignment to publish a research on a public domain - either a university
blog or Wikipedia. Chooses Wikipedia because she is already familiar with it.

Teacher provides a handout on wikimarkup, which
she finds difficult to understand, but studies.

Fixes the minor factual error by using
visual editor, with no problem. Continues reading related articles and

doesn't try to edit again for a long time.

Receives an email notifying him of a welcome message
put on his user page. Dismisses it as from a bot.

Continues to see other mistakes or gaps in information, but edits only when the fixes are easy.
Several monthas later, sees another inaccuracy on an article about a
political party, and corrects it quickly with the visual editor.

Reading article on Moravian empire, sees a blatant
mistake, knows he can fix it because he just finished
two books on the subject.

Registers an account, because he thinks
he has to have an account to edit.

Tries source editor and finds it difficult to use. Searches on Google for how to
guide on editing and learns about the visual editor, which makes editing easier.

Spends three weeks drafting her article in a Word document.
Publishes it on Wikipedia, and sends the link to her professor.

Later, receives emails that other editors have
flagged her article for not being written in
encyclopedic style.

Goes to article and sees banner on it linking to policy pages.
Reads these but is still confused on how to improve the article.

Since she has already received her grade, she does not feel the
need to fix it, and does not edit again.

Wikiproject Recommendations

Recommend users (new and experienced)
for a wikiproject to try to recruit

Bowen, Aaron

Research:WikiProject
Recommendation - Meta

The primary objective of this
study is to build a
recommender system in
Wikipedia to help
WikiProjects identify and
recruit new members to join
and contribute, and socialize
new editors in Wikipedia.

Social Changer
Jae-Hee

Part of the challenge is
that building a

"WikiProject" in smaller
languages is hard

(WikiProject X ideas
might be worth
revisiting) - ADS

Works well in
combo with
"Progressive

Proviling"
proposal

Spotlight Editor Community

Promote editor community on Main pages
(Featured ediitor, topics of contention on
Village pump), and on article pages (info about
# editors, recency of article edits etc)

Rita

Social Changer
Jae-Hee

Reactive corrector
Josef

Audience builder
Gong-Yoo

Knowledge sharer
Yanko

Joiner Inner
Helena

Title: Spotlight Editor Community
For: Social changer, Knowledge
sharer, Audience Joiner-Inner

Details: Promote editor
community on Main pages
(Featured ediitor, topics of

contention on Village pump), and
on article pages (info about #

editors, recency of article edits
etc)

Information tooltip on edit button

When a user hovers over the edit
button, there's a general tool tip
explaining what it's
for—essentially, giving the
message that it's okay to readers
to edit and explaining when they
should do so (when they have
verifiable facts).

Neil

Wikipedia is an encyclopedia written
entirely by volunteers. If you have

reliable information about this topic,
please edit the page  to add

Relates to
"Contextual

Help"
proposal

Upsell to Anon editors

Provide more onboarding and contextually
relevant Wikipedia guidelines and suggestions to
Anon editors, prompting them to realise value in
becoming an editor. An example could be,
provide a queue of articles with grammatical
review for a Reactive corrector who has just fixed
a typo on an article.

Reactive corrector
Josef

Audience builder
Gong-Yoo

Rita

Details: allowing users to thank Editors at
the end of an article. By surfacing the ability
to send appreciation to Editors, we can
promote the fact that Wikipedia is editable,
whilst addressing some of the concerns
raised in the past regarding users rating
negatively based on topic rather than article
content quality by removing thumbs down
voting option.

Rita

Readers thank editors
Social Changer
Jae-Hee

Reactive corrector
Josef Box checker

Mina

Audience builder
Gong-Yoo

I really like
this idea -

Sati

Knowledge sharer
Yanko

Joiner Inner
Helena

Expose Community-Centered
Page data in top header

Enwiki and other big wikis have a
handful of very popular gadgets
that expose either key data for
the article or key data about the
communities engagement with it.
These indicators are very simple,
but when exposed to editors,
provides a much better sense of
what "has happened" to the page

Alex.

persona/s

XTools - MediaWiki

XTools is a suite of statistics
tools for MediaWiki wikis, users,
pages, and more. The
Wikimedia installation can be
found at xtools.wmflabs.org.

Wikipedia:Metadata gadget
- Wikipedia

This script finds the assessment
information entirely from the
intro section of the article's talk
page. In addition to displaying
the article's rating, it also notes
current and past featured/good
article status, nominations, and
reviews, along with any current
peer reviews.

* On the Home page and articles.
* Educating about editorship in general but also about core
concepts.
* Underline the benefits of contributing, based on the personas.
“Share your knowledge!” “Be a part of our knowledge posse!”
“Small contributions make a big difference!”
* I'm sure there are barriers to overcome, but this seems
reasonable. And if we target newbies only, then experienced
editors won't complain.

Joe

Site Messaging Aimed at Newbies

WMDE and several other
affiliates have done this

with very mixed success. It
is also super high

overhead

Rita

Social Changer
Jae-Hee

Reactive corrector
Josef

Micro-contributions
Small tasks that could be done by casual
editors or readers that support editor work.
For example, on Android we are allowing
adding wikidata descriptions on articles.
Other proposed 'entry level' micro
contributions:
- Add images to geo-tagged articles nearby
without images
- Adding pronunciation files for article names
- Short one-question 'quiz' at end of articles
for WikiGrok or Wikilabels
More details:
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Reading/Read
ers_contributions_via_Android

Amir: Micro contributions
are especially good for the
reactive corrector. If done
well, this can convert them
into a knowledge sharer,
or at least a very efficient

reactive corrector.

Micro contributions are
especially good for the

reactive corrector. If done
well, this can convert

them into a knowledge
sharer, or at least a very

efficient reactive
corrector.

Disseminate better intro/ex-plainer videos
and slide decks for local community
context

Local community members, when
running workshops and doing
outreach, are frequently building
their own outreach materials for
explaining the policies and
practices within their community.
When activists or folks who want
to develop a community first join,
they frequently don't have
materials that they can do
peer-to-peer work.

Alex

Social Changer
Jae-Hee

Box checker
Mina

Help:Introduction to the
Manual of Style/1 -
Wikipedia

Linking through hyperlinks is an
important feature of Wikipedia.
While external links help to
embed Wikipedia into the
external World Wide Web,
internal links (or 'wiki links') bind
the project together into an
interconnected whole.

Problem: 4 versions of the
"Simplified Manual of Style"

Reactive corrector
Josef

Social Changer
Jae-Hee

teaches encyclopedic
writing style, but
Enwiki has
overwhelming
repetition/forking.

Nick

Wikipedia:Manual of Style -
Wikipedia

The Manual of Style
(abbreviated as MoS or MOS) is
the style manual for all
Wikipedia articles. This primary
page of the guideline covers
certain topics (e.g., punctuation)
in detail and summarizes the
key points of other topics.

Wikipedia:Manual of Style -
Wikipedia

The Manual of Style
(abbreviated as MoS or MOS) is
the style manual for all
Wikipedia articles. This primary
page of the guideline covers
certain topics (e.g., punctuation)
in detail and summarizes the
key points of other topics.

User:Tony1/Beginners'
guide to the Manual of Style
- Wikipedia

The MoS has become large and
complex. This page is only
about 40% of the size of the full
version, but covers almost all of
its points.

Wikipedia:Simplified
Manual of Style - Wikipedia

This Simplified Manual of Style is
an overview of commonly used
style guidelines taken from the
Wikipedia:Manual of Style and
its subpages (together called
the MoS).

Did you know you can challenge
things you see here? Do you know how?

Sati

Here's an example of a talk
page discussion about
forking existing content onto
a new page:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Talk:Hero#About_the_mana
gement_of_the_Heroism.2C
_Heroine_and_Hero_pages

Another example: Haitian WP
and their policies around
lanaguage

Social Changer
Jae-Hee

We put a lot of emphasis on the phrase "anyone
can edit", but we can also include messaging that
gives people permission to engage in debate:
* did you know that discussion and debate is
encouraged and even necessary to improve the
quality of our content?
* did you know about talk pages? and that on talk
pages you can propose drastic changes?
* did you know you can challenge how policies are
enforced/applied?
And here's how you do it (insert community
processes)

Suggest tasks for gradual training
of new editors

New editors can benefit for starting from
simple tasks and iteratively taking new
challenges. We can avoid editors to start with
too ambitious tasks, and use simple tasks to
introduce the key editing concepts.

Providing users with suggestions of tasks that
are apt according to their level of expertise
and interests can help to lower the perceived
difficulty barriers and help them evolve to
become more experienced editors.

Paur

sketch or link/s

Social Changer
Jae-Hee

Reactive corrector
Josef

Anticipate key issues while
contributing

When making a specific contribution, the user can get
feedback about how the contribution quality and how
it aligns with the key principles, as well as guidance
on what to improve.

For example, as users writes a long paragraph, a
suggestion to add a reference is proposed. The
suggestion includes an explanation on why verifiability
is important. In this way, users improve their
suggestions and learn about the key concepts applied
to their specific case.

Pau

Similar to what is
done for readability
by
http://www.hemingw
ayapp.com/

Amir: Big +1 here. Another similar
tool is LanguageTool, which is
Free Software. There's even an

extension that started integrating
it into VisualEditor, although it's
incomplete at the moment. Most
importantly for the sake of this

project, it will reduce the chance
of expelling good contributors

because of good-faith mistakes
that happen because of lack of

experience.

Self-assessment for initial
contributions

After completing a contribution and
before it gets public, a new editor is
asked to check how well the contribution
aligns with the core principles.

Editors are allowed to publish anyway, but
surfacing the core principles and letting
them know that aligning to them is
important will help them to understand
these principles and apply them.

Pau

sketch or link/s

I really like
this idea. -

ADS

Social Changer
Jae-Hee

Reactive corrector
Josef

Box checker
Mina

Audience builder
Gong-Yoo

I like this
idea! (MC)

I like this
(James)

Title: Chat support
For: Social changers, Audience builder,

Box checker, Reactive correctors
Details: Perhaps leverage AI to improve
navigation through the existing help and
support that is in place? At the moment it
is difficult to find information through the

'Help' section, and trying to engage in
'Chat' to request help requires creation
of an IRC account. We could consider
implementing a chat bot to help with
general questions anonymously, and
help match New Editors to a relevant

mentor for 1:1 support if they so desire.

Chat support

Perhaps leverage AI to improve navigation through the
existing help and support that is in place?
At the moment it is difficult to find information through
the 'Help' section, and trying to engage in 'Chat' to
request help requires creation of an IRC account. We
could investigate implementing a chat bot as a new
option to help direct  general questions to the right
help answers, and additionally offer to match New
Editors to a relevant mentor for 1:1 support if so
desired.

Rita

For: Social changers,
Audience builder, Box
checker, Reactive correctors

Revisit and internationalize
WikiProject X tools, for creating
thematic spaces

WikiProject X sought to design a
fair amount of tools that allow for
cohort by topic area monitoring
and support, helping building a
more social way for editors to
become invested in the
community. Revisiting some of the
tools that were developed in that
ecosystem, and moving them to
deployment would be awesome.

Alex .

sketch or link/s
Wikipedia:WikiProject X -
Wikipedia

WikiProject X is an initiative
seeking to improve and
streamline these WikiProjects
that they may better serve their
purpose, through research,
design, and experimentation.

Social Changer
Jae-Hee

Box checker
Mina

I like this
idea! (MC)

Enact the template: Workshop for
editors

An activity where experienced editors have to
enact what a template is saying, as though
they were talking to the person in real life. The
new editor has to respond based on the
information that is given. The goal is to have
the template removed at the end of the
exercise.

María

Social Changer
Jae-Hee

Reactive corrector
Josef

Box checker
Mina

Expand tooling for Article
Rescue Squadron

EN Wiki has a team of folks who
focus almost exclusively focus on
being positive supporters of new
content, that is good faith but
poor quality, but finds its way into
a deletion queue. Though
preventative work is better, better
tooling (and internationalizable
tooling) for predicting this content
(via ORES?) and helping content
rescuers interact with editors.

Alex

https://en.wikipedia.o
rg/wiki/Wikipedia:Arti
cle_Rescue_Squadro
n

persona/s

Wikipedia:Article Rescue
Squadron - Wikipedia

Welcome to WikiProject Article
Rescue Squadron (ARS).
Sometimes Wikipedia articles
about notable topics exist in
poor form, badly written,
unsourced- but is that sufficient
in itself to remove them from the
encyclopedia at Articles for
Deletion?

Social Changer
Jae-Hee

Audience builder
Gong-Yoo

Box checker
Mina

I like this
idea! (MC)

Help recovering from bad
experiences

When new editors get their contributions
reverted because of issues with key policies, the
system can emphasise the explanations and
guidance provided to the user, or suggest
alternatives that are less problematic (e.g., avoid
controversial topics or starting with a new article
as your initial contribution)

Pau

Amir: This is
important, and I'd
even say that it's
quite actionable,
even though this

little suggestion is
quite high-level and

generic.

outreach for participation:
invite to events

using basic profiling information,
that is asked of people when they
create an account,

invite to smaller spaces

Joe, Abbey, Sati

Micromoderation

After users have edited some,
given them an opportunity to do
small, straightforward moderation
tasks (e.g. "is this image a
selfie/does it have encyclopedic
value?"). Action is only taken
when several micromoderators
agree. Helps with simple
moderation tasks and also
teaches about concepts
("Commons is for photos with
encyclopedic value."

Neil, Rita

Reach out to editors who stopped
editing
We need to know more about retired editors.
How can we collect/use this information in an
‘intelligent’ way (how could we know if they had a
bad experience and left or left for some other
reason? Does it matter?)? Perhaps a Module we
send out to people who made a few edits and
then stopped.  Where to send? (email, talkpage,
notification).  What would be in the message?
("You haven't edited in a while. Was it because
[...]?" multiple-choice tree.)

Daisy, Nick

https://meta.wikimedi
a.org/wiki/Research:
Necromancy


